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Abstract: This paper Reviews the different use of Sewage 

Sludge applications and Utilizations for save the 

environment. Sewage is the untreated municipal liquid 

waste which is disposed in the waste water treatment plant 

and Sludge is the residual semi-solid waste in the sewage 

treatment process. Sewage sludge is produced by humans 

and animals. It counts all type of waste which would be 

disposing in the waste water system. The flushed toilets 

are invented 200 years ago it includes industrial 

compounds, Heavy metals, virus, Bacteria, Radioactive 

materials etc. If it is not well maintained it create towards 

the big environmental issues. Sewage sludge disposed  in 

a STP(Sewage Treatment plant) and then rest of the 

treated water are reused in an agricultural purposes and 

the sludge which is byproduct of the sewage are collected 

and incinerate in the incineration chamber and the 

sewage sludge ash is formed The sewage sludge has rich 

nutrients of nitrogen and Phosphorous. It has very 

beneficial for agricultural and land reclamation purposes.  
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1. Introduction: 

 
As per Survey of India, the population in India is about 121 

crores. As per census 2011 only 38.2 per cent of houses 

have a proper sanitation systems.45.3 per cent urban houses 

is depend on site system or open defication.65 per cent of 

cities do not have a proper sanitation systems[1]. Currently 

most of the sludge is dumped in land filling, Ocean 

dumping and etc. all this methods can impact the 

environment. The Incineration is the best possible method 

to make a sewage sludge ash [2]. Being a very good 

nutrient of phosphorus and nitrogen it worked as a fertilizer 

in agricultural, Horticulture purposes [3].The Sewage 

sludge is also used in the Cement industry, in cement 

industry we have to called eco-cement [4]. Sewage sludge 

is the significant biological natural manure/earth 

conditioner for crops. natural matter in the sewage sludge 

reduced the ecological effects [5].Due to it causes series of 

problems it directly or indirectly represents high initial 

cost, high risk for marine life, human health. Due to 

increasing the population it is the major issue for 

municipalities to handle the sewage sludge management. 

Due to proper use of sewage sludge we reduce the carbon 

footprint and greenhouse emission, proposing the 

alternative fossil resources. Due to increasing the 

population the government pressures to the local bodies to 

implement and well updated the sanitation system. So it 

gives more efficiency, profitability, emerging opportunities, 

and governing incentives. 

Status of sewage generation and treatment are as shown in 

fig 1 and Table 1shows the characteristics of sewage sludge. 

 
Fig no.1 Status of sewage generation and treatment in India 

 

Source: -

http://www.sulabhenvis.nic.in/Database/STST_wastewater_

2090  

Table no.1: characteristics of sewage sludge 

 
Source: - Data from Metcalf and Eddy Inc.et al., 2003 
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2. Literature Review 
Literature review is the core of the review paper. Following 

are some literature review from various national and 

international journals on use of sewage sludge in different 

ways. 

 
Cyr et al. (2007)  The, chemical, mineralogical and physical 

Behavior of Social Security Administration, with also the 

analysis it’s usage in based materials as a cement illustrate to 

Social Security Administration consists amorphous particles 

have a more definite Area and therefore resulting within a 

significantly More water require. A part of the residue is 

quickly aluminum, and silica soluble Sulfates and silica) 

might produce formed product in existence of lime. Waste 

material sludge ash short delays of cement association, most 

likely because of each minor parts of ash and dilatation 

impact. Containing 5% to 15% SSA Compressive strength of 

mortar would below individuals indication of mortars 

however it significant that analysis have revealed that Social 

Security Administration includes a extended period optimistic 

impact would be associated with a small action of pozzolanic 

materials; number of parts leached from position mortar was 

below commencing Social Security Administration mortars 

however it had been the identical categorize of scale. [6] 

 

D. Fytili, A. Zabaniotou et al. This paper has reviewed gift 

and upcoming information of sewerage sludge inside Europe, 

in view of all the challenges of waste matter administration 

worldwide. Towards this position the majority of the sewerage 

sludge made throughout civic bilge water treatment can be 

utilized in crop growing or removing in landfills, burning. 

Still, present are many factors proscribing these choices, like 

buildup of redundant substances to sludge (e.g., pathogens, 

and organic pollutants serious metals,) that doubtless go by to 

food-cycle. Thus rural use is more and more considered an 

anxious managing path. The opposite typical path, sludge 

discarding in landfills is eliminate thanks to EU recent 

legislation and inflated prices. Burning opposite supply 

provide an oversized quantity lessening of sewerage sludge 

and leads to better thermal methodology. [7] 

 

Joo-Hwa Tay et al., (2001) a highest percentage of 

dehydrated sludge and sludge ash so as to vary by soil in favor 

of brick creating is 40% and 50% by weight, severally. Ahead 

of that, Connection of the mix is underprivileged plus 

extrusion of the bricks leads to "dog-earing" of the product. 

The big quantity of natural substances present within 

the sludge in high reduction of the bricks throughout firing. 

The feel and end on top of the plane of the bricks completed 

of the mixture of soil and sludge are quite deprived, and that 

they cannot be acceptable in favor of utilize because in front 

of brick. Relative density of the bricks decrease because 

it shares of dehydrated sludge will increase. In favor of the 

sludge ash bricks, the precise magnitude of the bricks will 

increase faintly because the share of sludge ash will increase. 

Water amalgamation of the bricks will increase because 

the share of dehydrated sludge will amplifies. It means that 

sturdiness of the bricks can survive lower at upper percentage 

of sludge.  Bricks formed with sludge ash have inferior water 

amalgamation value than individuals with dehydrated 

sludge. It means that bricks created by means of sludge ash 

can in all probability enclose an improved resilience than 

those created with dehydrated sludge. The compressive 

strength of the bricks is 87.2 N/mm
2
 for zero sludge and 

decrease to 37.9 N/mm
2
 used for fortieth dehydrated 

sludge plus reduce crumb by bit to 69.4N/mm
2
 

for fiftieth sludge ash. For bricks by way of tenth dried sludge, 

the compressive strength is regarding thirtieth not up 

to management illustration. The compressive strength 

intended for bricks created by means of tenth sludge ash is 

analogous in the direction of that of the clay brick. [8] 

 

Weng, C. H. et al. (2003) This work incontestable 

circumstances intended for victimization dehydrated sludge as 

a clay alternate to provide an engineering excellence if brick. 

The amount of sludge in the combination and also the firing 

the temperature is the 2 input factors of the normal brick. 

Inside every optional amount is tenth, with a twenty fourth 

optimum wet content, ready with the molded mixtures are 

discharged between 880
o
C and 960

o
C to produce a decent 

quality brick. The results point to so as to the strength is really 

reliant on the quantity of sludge within the brick and therefore 

the firing high temperature. Seeing that revealed, with up to 

tenth sludge additional to the brick, the strength achieve on 

1000
o
C be able to be as more because the traditional clay 

bricks. When 20% sludge is superimposed within the brick, 

the achieve brick strength at 1000
o
C within the range of 1st 

Class brick with up to 30% sludge additional to the bricks. 

Strength calculated at temperatures of 1000
o
C, met the 

necessities of an ordinal category brick commonplace [10]. 

 

Yiming Lina et al. The different pattern of every one of the 

clinkers show so as to the main elements gift within the eco-

cement clinkers were C3S, C2S, C3A, and C4AF which the 

section arrangement of Ca54MgAl2Si16O90was known every 

told the clinkers. The C2S (-C2S or - C2S) section pattern and 

peak greater than before with will increase in waste product 

sludge. Investigation by SEM gave proof of the C2S (-C2S or - 

C2S) section formation increasing with will increase in waste 

product sludge Quantity whereas the C3S structure. 

Significantly, the micro structure combination within the 

clinker contains fifteen. 0%sewage sludge was considerably 

completely diverse therein it displays a big quantity of pore 

distribution. Everyone the eco-cement pastes have each 

belated early setting period and last setting period. The first 

flexural strengths of all the eco-cement paste be below so as to 

of the simple paste, while there compressive strengths solely 

be bit below the simple Paste the a lot of waste product sludge 

that was more to the raw materials, The inferior the flexural 

strengths of the eco-cement paste. Though, there was no vital 

impact going on every one the strength by afterwards action 

age this could subsist mainly accredited toward the greater 

than before amounts Of C2S within the eco-clinkers plus 

therefore the slight parts carried as of the manure sludge. The 

concentrations of Ti, Ba, Zn, Cr, Cu, Ni and metal within the 

clinkers increased with the waste product sludge adding up 

interested in the unprocessed materials, even as Mg, Sr clearly 

bated, and Al, Fe, Mn somewhat bated. The action 

concentration of every one of eco-cement clinkers meets the 

benchmark of present Chinese preventative threshold. [11] 

 

Yuanfeng Qi et al. The groundwork, description, pre-heating 

system and bloat system of ultra- light-weight ceramics 
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(ULWC) factory-made by means of dry biodegradable 

pollution sludge (DSS) and soil were studied. 3 trials would 

be intended to look at the adding up of DSS, impact of pre-

heating action, sintering action, severally, so most favourable 

circumstances for getting ready (ULWC) be resolute. 

Chemical mechanisms, expressly proportion of carbon 

substances to iron multifaceted contented (C/Fe-ratios), 

be familiar justify the pre-heating means; physical forces 

(surface tension and bloating force) mutual with C/Fe-

proportions be accustomed justify the bloat system. The most 

favourable circumstances for creating ULWC be as follow: 

the adding of DSS resolute in the direction of 25–35%; 

unprocessed pellet be pre-heated on 400
o
C for 20 min. so be 

quickly shift keen on electronic hose chamber forge at 1150
o
C 

intended for 10 min. Mean bulk density, grain density and 

water amalgamation of ULWC ready inside most favourable 

circumstances be individually 330.80, 865.30kgm
−3

, and 

5.30wt. %, and every one of the options conform to the 

quality. [12] 

 

Zuo et al. (2012) mainly necessary of the optimistic impact 

be: supply to offer service opportunities, and produce numbers 

of styles of buildings, facilities to satisfy human beings needs, 

Gross Domestic Product (GDP), The main pessimistic impacts 

contain: production of waste, generate of dirt, greenhouse gas 

emission generate of noise, [13]  

 

Conclusion:- 
From the above literature reviews following conclusion can 

be made: 

1) The replacement of sewage sludge gives several new 

opportunities like Agricultural fertilizer with cheap cost, 

Nutrient recovery from sludge liquors, Gasification, 

pyrolysis, Bio-methane production, Soil Stabilization, 

Construction materials and etc. 

2) The main challenge of this paper is to reduce, reuse, and 

recycle the waste and minimizing their disposal and 

analyze the maximization of that alternative reusability. 

3) To convert waste to the marketable product which is less 

costly and gives a good compressive strength 

4) Sewage sludge is used as a bio-Fuel or it can supply to the 

gas grids. 
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